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EXPERIENCE

CustEx, Remote, USA — Frontend Engineer
November 2022 - PRESENT

Technologies: HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, TypeScript, React, NextJS, Redux,
TailwindCSS, AWS Serverless

Worked as a part of a flexible team of frontend and backend engineers and
had the following responsibilities:

- Implementing and constantly improving features for the SaaS web
application working in a CI/CD pipeline.

- Communicating constantly and e�ectively with Project Management
and UI/UX designers to discuss possible UX solutions and tradeo�s.

- Exploring and implementing solutions for optimizing performance and
SEO for the application.

Freelance — Full-Stack Developer
August 2021 - November 2022

Technologies: HTM5L, CSS3, JavaScript, TypeScript, React, NextJS, Redux,
TailwindCSS, ChakraUI, MaterialUI, Node.js, MongoDB, Vercel

Worked on the design, development and delivery of multiple optimized,
responsive solutions for clients from around the world

- Alalamah Alkamla (The Full Mark): A marketplace platform connecting
students and teachers from elementary education to high-school
education with multiple features including: multilingual content (arabic
and english), multiple user types with di�erent authorized roles and
actions (admin, student, instructor, parent, instruction institution), an
in-platfrom forum, a points system that can be charged by users to be
able to access the platform’s features (acts like the platform’s currency).
(link)

- Gifty: An AI-Powered web application that allows users to add their
loved ones to their network, then OpenAI’s API generates queries that can
be used to search optimal gifts suited to their relationship with the user,
their gender, their occupation, their age and their interests. Then these
queries are passed to an amazon scraping API to fetch products Users can
purchase immediately or save them to access them later. (link)

SKILLS

 Proficient: HTML5,CSS3,
JavaScript, TypeScript, ReactJS,
NextJS, TailwindCSS, Node.js,
MongoDB, Git
 Prior Experience: Redux, React
Native, AWS Serverless,
PostgresSQL, Django, Python, R

Courses & Education

Front-End Developer
Certificate by Meta
February 2023

verify

Data Science - Foundations
using R Specialization by
Johns Hopkins University
August 2020

verify

Introduction to Agile
Development and Scrum by
IBM
July 2023

verify

Front-EndWeb Development
Professional degree by
Udacity
October 2021

verify

LANGUAGES

Arabic - Native
English - Advanced
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